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What Every Fabricator Wants

Torrance, CA, April 11, 2008 - The MK-1590 Wet Cutting Rail Saw, by MK Diamond Products, offers exclusive features including two sets 72-inch tracks for a 130-inch cutting length, optional vacuum hold down attachment. This lightweight, precision-engineered rail saw is perfect for stone installation due to the unique hold-down system that permits slab cuts both horizontally and vertically.

The precision aluminum rails provide accurate and even tracking during all cutting operations and are fitted with anti-wear nylon slides to prevent damage to the work piece during cutting. Two hold-down clamps are provided for attaching the rails to the material. The maintenance-free steel roller bearings provide effortless tracking.

The 12-inch blade capacity allows for a cutting depth of up to 2-7/8 inches and at 45-degrees the miter cut will do up to 2-1/4 inches deep. The cutting head is adjustable for controlled plunge cutting.

The powerful direct drive, 1 ¾ hp motor powers through jobs without bogging down, saving time and money. With its one-person setup and operation, the MK-1590 is a portable, powerful tool.

Included with the stone rail saw is 12” stone blade, 2 sets of 72” rails, four parallel spreader brackets, rail connector plate and two hold-down clamps. The optional vacuum hold down system provides 125 lbs of force to keep the rails on the material and your cutting precise.

MK Diamond is a world class manufacturing company dedicated to the development of innovative products geared to the specific needs of customers. A leader in the masonry and tile industry, MK Diamond Products, Inc. has been American-owned since 1868. For more information visit www.mkdiamond.com or call 800.421.5830.